JOIN OUR
ONE
DRIVING
FORCE
TM

APPLY TODAY

About Plasman
With a rich history dating back over 40 years, our collaborative approach,
work ethic, and commitment have made us a global leader in automotive
components. We believe the only thing that separates the possible from the
impossible is perspective.
We are headquartered in Windsor, Canada, and Gothenburg, Sweden. With
thousands of employees worldwide, we operate manufacturing, engineering,
and sales locations in Canada, United States of America, Mexico, Sweden,
Belgium, Norway, Portugal, Czech Republic, China, Germany, and Japan.
Our product capabilities include single-source solutions for tooling, injection
molding, chroming, paint applications, and assembly—from concept to
completion.
We have the capacity to handle whatever comes our way. In working with us,
you’ll quickly discover a difference through our collaborative mindset that is
supported by personal commitment and attention to detail. It’s who we are.
We have an unrivaled dedication to our work, our customers, and each other.
This allows us to provide innovative and powerful solutions, and ensures that
we deliver the right part, right when our customers need it, across the globe.
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At Plasman,
we don’t just
manufacture parts,
we manufacture
opportunity.
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WHAT WE DO
Design & Engineering
Plasman employs experienced design, technical and program
engineers in strategic locations worldwide, making our service
and delivery second to none.

Tooling
Our tooling engineers and tradespeople are capable of full tooling
design using highly automated and autonomous CNC and EDM systems.

Molding
We provide customers with extensive injection molding capabilities
and value-added processes. We are dedicated to the art of
manufacturing the perfect plastic part, we believe we can
make your vision become a reality.

Surface Finishing
We know that what sets us apart is our ability to beautify the exterior
of some of the most popular automotive vehicles today. Our surface
finishing of chrome painted plastic components meets our customers’
needs every time.

Assembly
Plasman is a front-runner in the assembly industry, using fully automated,
complex robotic assembly systems. With flexible automated work cells,
and integrated sonic, vibration, hot plate welding assemblies, we have
become the leader of JIT and batch assembly systems globally.

Exterior Trim
We have multiple finish options that will meet and impress all OEM
customer designs. Our manufacturing and logistic process can be
customized in just-in-time, sequenced, and batch delivery applications.
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The most impressive
thing we’ve built is our
workforce.

OUR VALUES

David Wiskel
CEO & President

OUR MANIFESTO
We believe that what separates the impossible
from the possible is perspective.
More important than where you’re going is
who you get there with. We’re innovative and
collaborative, time-honored, and future-focused.
Above all, we are dedicated to our work, our
customers and each other. From design to
delivery, across the globe, we make shared
visions a reality. We have the solution. And
together, we will accomplish more than ever
imagined. We are Plasman, and we are
One Driving Force™.

OUR MISSION

Embrace collaboration. Take ownership.
Deliver solutions.
Achieving a common goal takes collaboration
between our customers, communities and each
other. By taking ownership and accountability, we
can manage and control any outcome. And as
One Driving Force™, we possess the ability and
capabilities to achieve any goal.
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ETHICS & INTEGRITY

Integrity is critical on both a personal
and corporate level. We reflect our
ethics and integrity by keeping our
word, honoring commitments, staying
focused, respecting others and taking
accountability for our actions. Our
reputation has been built by, and rests
in, the hands and actions of our team.

COURAGE

Courage is an important value that
enables us to use experience and
judgement to respond positively to
new initiatives, to deal with conflict
in a proactive manner, and to make
good decisions based on imperfect
information. We take control and
ownership of our actions and decisions
as we think critically and contribute to the
global development of Plasman.

COMMUNICATION

We are committed to honest,
meaningful and transparent two-way
communication with our stakeholders,
employees, customers and communities.
By promoting openness, honesty
and sincerity through open and authentic
conversation, we continue to
connect and build trust with
those around us.

RESPECT & FAIR TREATMENT
We foster a culture based on respect,
so all employees feel comfortable in
speaking their truth, free from harassment
and discrimination. We value people
of all backgrounds and continuously
work to create more equality in the
workplace and the world. We take pride
in showing respect and providing fair
treatment for all.
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WHY
PLASMAN?
With a career at Plasman, you will work with the world’s best and brightest
to shape the future of our global automotive and manufacturing company.
Collaborating with our one team means a dynamic and fulfilling work
experience for you — and making a difference for our customers. We value
and support the unique talents and strengths that each employee brings to
our organization. We invest in our people and give them the tools they need
to achieve success in their career.

ENDLESS OPPORTUNITY
At Plasman, we prioritize your growth and potential, driving you towards
a future career of your making. We invest in our employees through
continuous training opportunities, tuition reimbursement, and support to
help you grow with Plasman.

INCLUSIVE AND INNOVATIVE ONE TEAM
With thousands of employees worldwide, our one driving force
consists of talented and unique team members that are future-focused,
collaborative, and driven. Together, as one team, we will accomplish
more than ever imagined.

WHERE DRIVE
MEETS
OPPORTUNITY

TOTAL REWARDS PACKAGE
Plasman is committed to offering a wide-range of prospects to our
employees, including competitive salaries, full-time permanent
positions, benefits, company savings plans, recognition awards,
hands-on training, upward mobility, and more.
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“I enjoy working with
my colleagues and the
opportunity to discover
new automation
technologies. Plasman
has provided me
with the necessary
skills, knowledge and
confidence to help me
grow in my professional
career.”

OUR
ONE TEAM

Leonardo Garcia
Automation Engineer
Queretaro, Mexico
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“The best part of my
job is working with a
group of great people
who appreciate and
acknowledge the work
each team member does.
I feel valued at Plasman
as an integral part of the
team.”

“Plasman gave me
everything to start my
professional career. I love
being part of a winning
team full of open and
friendly people. At the
end of the day I always
feel accomplished and
proud of the work I do.”

Arlene Hardy

Dejan Pusic

Roof Rail Assembler
Lawrenceburg, United States

Mold Finishing Supervisor
Windsor, Canada

“Plasman is a tightly knit
community of talented
people all contributing
to creating a great
working environment. I
love being able to work
on technical projects at
such a high level and
find it very rewarding to
help our customers with
their requests.”

Giovanna Iannuzzi
Senior Materials Specialist
Gothenburg, Sweden

One Team.
Endless Opportunities.
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A p p l y To d a y t o
J o i n o u r G l o b a l Te a m
Canada
Global Headquarters

5245 Burke Street
Oldcastle, Ontario, N9G 0B9
519 737 6984

Tecumseh Manufacturing

418 Silver Creek Road
Tecumseh, Ontario N8N 4Y3
519 727 4545

Tilbury Manufacturing

24 Industrial Park Road
Tilbury, Ontario N0P 2L0
519 682 1155

Windsor 1 Manufacturing

5250 Outer Drive
Oldcastle, Ontario N9G 0C3
519 737 1633

Windsor 3 Manufacturing
635 Sprucewood Avenue
Windsor, Ontario N9C 0B3
226 221 8120

Mexico
Juárez Manufacturing

Calle Ohm No. 8450-A Parque
Industrial Antonio J.
Bermudez Cd.
Juárez, Chihuahua,
Mexico CP 324070
52 656 625 2615

Monterrey Manufacturing

Shanghai, China
Guangzhou, China
Karlsruhe, Germany
Utsunomiya, Japan

Cleveland Manufacturing

Hohe Steinert 8, 58809
46 31 761 72 00

3000 West 121st Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44111
216 252 2995

Norway

Fort Payne Manufacturing

Lüdenscheid, Germany

Raufoss Manufacturing

Querétaro 1 Manufacturing

Carregado Manufacturing

Queretaro 2 Manufacturing

Av. Penuelas #7 Fracc Ind Pedrito
Queretaro, Mexico 76148
52 442 211 7500

Belgium
Ghent Manufacturing

Field Offices

Sales and Engineering

Fabrikkveien 11 NO-2830
Raufoss, Norway
47 99 45 18 00

Windsor Tooling

5245 Burke Street
Oldcastle, Ontario, N9G 0B9
519 737 6984

United States

Av. Avante Aeropuerto No. 706
Parque Industrial Avante
Aeropuerto, Apodaca, Nuevo Leon
Mexico CP 66610
52 81 8127 2870

Av. Industria de la Transformación
#321 Parque Ind. Querétaro Santa
Rosa Jáuregui,
QRO CP 76220
52 442 211 6900

Skaldenstraat 72 B-9042
Ghent, Belgium
+32 925 557 00

Czech Republic
Strakonice Manufacturing

Tovární 202, Strakonice II, 386 01
Strakonice, Czechia
420-383-342-492

46 41 41 87 00

Germany

Portugal
Estrada Nacional nº3 Km 1,
2580-465
Carregado, Portugal
351 263 857 300

Sweden
European Headquarters
Sales and Engineering

Mölndalsvägen 36 SE-41263
Gothenburg, Sweden
46 31 761 72 00

Gothenburg Manufacturing
Arendals Allé, ARS 418 79
Gothenburg, Sweden
46 70 838 30 02

Omniluxe™

Hamneviksvägen Alle, ART
SE-418 79
Gothenburg, Sweden
46 72 186 27 46

Simrishamn Manufacturing
Lindhagagatan 6 SE-272 36
Simrishamn, Sweden

Apply online to any of our
global locations at:
https://plasman.com/opportunities/

403 Airport Road
Fort Payne, Alabama 35968
256 979 1100

Greer Manufacturing

1000 Robinson Rd.
Greer, South Carolina 29651
864 479 0162

Hopkins Manufacturing

1302 South Fifth Street
Hopkins, Minnesota 55343
256 979 1100

Lawrenceburg Manufacturing
2200 Helton Dr.
Lawrenceburg, TN 38464
913 762 2090

Sales and Engineering

Long Lake Crossings
1301 West Long Lake Road
Suite 255
Troy, Michigan 48098
248 205 7004

